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Identity
Strengths
Positive Friendships
Managing Friendship Issues
Relaxation
Growth vs Fixed Mindset
Gratitude

At Girl Power, we use a set structure for our full day workshops. The structure is designed in this
way to teach the girls a number of concepts, ensure they are suitably challenged while also making
sure they don't get too 'overloaded' with information and disengage. 

Each full day workshop is broken into SEVEN distinct units (not including warm ups and breaks):

Each unit is comprised of a discussion/brainstorm and a themed activity, role play or game. Some
units also include the completion of a booklet to consolidate the learning.

Typically, a full workshop day is structured as follows: 

 

 

8.30am - Arrive at venue & set up
9.15am - Girls start arriving/sign-in/pre-workshop activities

9.30am - Warm ups/Dance
10am - Topic 1: Identity

10.30am - Topic 2: Strengths
11am - Morning Break

11.15am - Topic 3: Healthy Friendships
11.45am - Topic 4: Friendship Issues

12.30pm - Lunch
1pm - Topic 5: Relaxation

1.15pm - Topic 6: Growth Mindset
2pm - Topic 7: Gratitude

2.30pm - Pack up/prepare for presentation
2.45pm - Presentation

3pm - Finish



Role Play
Drama Games
'Teacher In Role' activities
Movement and Dance
Active Games using props such as hoops, balls, splat balls, stretchy animals, boxes with
messages inside, buzzers etc
Sorting Games using cards
Art eg 'This Is Me' self-portrait, Growth Mindset painting etc
Craft eg Gratitude Box, Strengths Chain, Strengths Bracelets etc
Mindfulness Practice eg focusing on our senses, mind movies etc

Workshop Activities

At Girl Power, we engage in a variety of fun and creative activities to help the girls develop a deeper
understanding of each topic. Within the exploration of each topic, we include activities such as: 

When designing a workshop we use the template on the following page. Instructions for each
activity can be found in the detailed SHINE workshop plan. When you plan your own workshops
you can use this planning template and insert activities from the Activities Handbook For
Instructors and Girl Power Worksheets (you will have access to these at the end of this
course). In each workshop, try to include a range of activities so that the experience isn't too heavy
in one area eg avoid it being too 'worksheet focused', 'art focused', 'drama focused' etc - this
ensures that diverse learning styles and preferences are considered.
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Workshop Plan Sample Template
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Warm Ups (15 mins)
Brainstorm Identity (10 mins)
All About Me Booklets (20 mins)
Brainstorm Strengths (10 mins)
Strength Chains (20 mins)
Reflection (5 mins)

Warm Ups (15 mins)
Discuss why friendship is important (10 mins)
Friendship Cake (15 mins)
Discuss Friendship Fires (10 mins)
Friendship Fire mini plays (20 mins)
Friendship Booklets (15 mins)
Reflection (5 mins)

Warm Ups (15 mins)
Stretchy Animal/Marble demo. Discuss growth mindset (10 mins)
Ball Activity (15 mins)
Discuss Resilience - use 'bounce' or 'splat' analogy (10 mins)
Growth Mindset mini plays - demonstrate examples of both growth & fixed mindset (20 mins)
Growth Mindset Booklets (15 mins)
Reflection (5 mins)

Adapting The Shine Workshop

Shorter Workshops
You may wish to break the SHINE workshop down into shorter segments and deliver as a short
course or as separate workshops. See below for example bullet point plans.

Workshop 1 - Identity & Strengths

Workshop 2 - Friendship

Workshop 3 - Resilience & Growth Mindset

 



Free To Be Me (Identity & Strengths)
You've Got A Friend In Me (Positive Friendships & Managing Friendship Issues)
Power Bounce (Resilience & Growth Mindset)

Online Workshops
If you would like to deliver your workshops online, this can be done! With an online learning
platform such as Zoom, you can provide girls with a quality experience from the comfort of your
own home!

You are welcome to adapt the SHINE workshop yourself or you may wish to make use of our ready-
made plans. We have 3 different online workshop plans available to you (all are 60 mins in
length):

You will find the workshop plans, a tutorial video and videos from actual online workshops on your
Training Portal. 
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Ok, time to look at the SHINE workshop in more detail! Watch the videos and refer to the
workshop plan in Module 4.



Module 4 of the Training Manual is all about our full day workshop, SHINE. Refer to the workshop
videos and workshop plan to gain an understanding of this workshop and the content you will be
delivering as a workshop facilitator. 

As you view the videos, take note of the following teaching practices that help the girls engage,
understand, ponder and expand their thinking.

- explicit instructions given to students
- positive reinforcement
- use of humour
- questions that prompt discussion
- ways the children are supported
- opportunities for children to share
- having fun while teaching
- how the children stay on task
- being inclusive
- maintaining a calm environment
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